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• 1. DEVEbOPMENTS IN ACTIVITIES ASSISTED JOINTLY WITH UNICEF í 
Item 9*3 of the Agenda (continued from the fifteenth meeting, section 1) 

The CHAIRMAN opened the discussion on the draft resolution submitted by the 

Rapporteurs and reading: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director -General on the developments In 
activities assisted Jointly with UNICEF； 

Having heard a statement from the representative of UNICEF on the colla-
boration between the two agencies that no UNICEF activities in the field of 
health are either proposed or undertaken without the prior technical approval 
of the World Health Organization; and 

Noting that UNICEF plans to assist the malaria eradication progranaae to 
the amount of between $ 7 million and ф 8 million in 1958； 1959 and i960, 

1. NOTES the report of the Director-Generalj 

2. NOTES with satisfaction that UNICEF continues to regard Its support to the 
programmes of basic maternal and child health services^ including environmental 
sanitation where appropriate^ communicable diseases control, malaria eradication, 
and nutrition as different approaches leading to improvement of maternal and 
child health; 

3. EXPRESSES the hope that the UNICEF Executive Board will continue to give 
maximum assistance for malaria eradication in the future; 

扛. WELCOMES the proposed expansion of UNICEF1 s a i d to nutritional activities 
and to integrated maternal and child health projects； 

5. EXCESSES its satisfaction with the continued close and effective colla-
boration between the two organizations, 

Dr METCALFE asked what was the meaning of the word "basic" in paragraph 2 and 

of the word "integrated" in paragraph h. 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director -General, Department of Advisory Services, explained 

that the word "basic" was used to describe maternal and child health services ae 

euch#^though they might form part of the public health services. UNICEF used the 
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term “integrated" because maternal and child health services were integrated into rural 

and public health services and were developed as far as possible .as part of those 

activities and not separately. 

Mr HEÏWAKD (United Nations Children's Fund) confirmed that that was the conno-

tation given to those terms by UNICEF. The word "basic" was used to indicate that 

the type of assistance given vas of a fairly simple kind, for the establishment of 

fundamental services. 

Dr EL-CHHTTI^ while supporting the draft resolution, did not consider that the 

second paragraph of the preamble and paragraph 3 vere necessary, and therefore 

proposed their deletion. 

Dr Hafez М Ш saw no need for those amendments, as Mr Heyward had raised no 

objection to the text. 

Ir da SILVA TRAVASSOS agreed with Dr Hafez Amin. 

Dr TOGBA agreed that the second paragraph of the preamble added nothing to the 

text since it was customary for the Board to hear statements during such dieeussions. 

In any event, if it were retained the expression "Having heard a statement" was 

inappropriate and should be modified. 

The CHAIRM/UÜ put to the vote Dr El-ChattUs two amendments for the suppression 

of the second paragraph of the preamble and of paragrajto 3. 

Decision： The amendments were adopted by 6 votes to .T.'fith 5 abstentions. 
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Dr REG4LA asked whether he was right in thinking that paragraphs k and 5 were 

related to the second paragraph of the preamble} which had now been deleted. 

Dr TOGBA said that he had understood the Board to have voted only on the first 

amendment - to delete the second paragraph of the preamble. 

Dr METCALFE said that he had had the вате impression. 

The CHAIRMAN explained that he had put to the vote the two amendments together• 

Dr TOGBA said that in that case he must ask for reconsideration of the amend-

ments , because he had not been in favour of the suppression of paragraph 

The CHAIRMAN said that, as there had been a mls understanding, perhaps the Board 

would be prepared to dispense with the formality of re-opening the discussion and 

consider the amendments separately. 

Dr JAFAR believed that the Board should strictly adhere to its Rules of Procedure. 

The CHAIRMAN， having read Rule ko of the Board's Rules of Procedure, put to the 

vote Dr Togba1 s motion for reconsideration of the amendments. 

Decision: The motion was carried by 10 votes to none with 3 abstentions• 

The CHAIRMAN, announcing that the requisite two-thirds majority had been obtained, 

invited the Board to reconsider Dr El-Chatti's two amendments• 

Dr Hafez Ш Ш , referring to Dr Togba! s criticism of the opening phrase in the 

second paragraph of the preamble^ suggested that it be regarded as an amendment • 
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Dr TOGBA proposed that the words "Having ijoted a report" be substituted for the 

words "Having heard a statement" in the second paragraph of the preamble. 

Dr REGftLA asked whether paragraph 5 in fact derived from the second paragrajAx 

of the preamble• 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL believed that paragraph 5 was a consequence of the first 

paragraph of the preamble and of the statement made by the representative of UNICEF, 

referred to in the second paragraph of the preamble• 

Professor CANAPERIA supported Dr Togba’s amendment• 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Board might first decide on Dr El-Chatti^ 

amendment to the second paragraph of the preamble; and if that vere rejected it 

could take up Dr Togba1s• t 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that in any event that procedure would 

have to be followed because the Board must first vote on the amendment furthest 

removed from the original proposal. 

The CHklRMfJî put to the vote Dr El-Chatties proposal for the deletion of the 

second paragraph of the preamble. 

Decision： The amendment was rejected by 9 votes to k with 1 abstention^ 

The CHAIRMAN called for comments on Dr Togba1s amendment• 
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Dr REGALA, wondered whether the proposed wording was in fact accurate, since the 

Board had only heatd a verbal report from Mr Heyward. 

Dr TOGBA» observed that the matter was of 110 great moment； his principal 

objection was to the expression "having heard"• 

The CH/vIRMTiN wondered whether Dr Regala wished to press his point» In any 

саве the epithet "verbal" would be unsuitable since it applied to both written and 

oral reports• 

Dr REQAL/v said that he would not insist on his point. 

The CHAIRMiJI put to the vote Dr Togba1 s amendment to the second paragraph of 

the preamble• 

Decision: The amendment was adopted by 9 votes to l,with b abstentions. 

Dr EL-CHATTI stated that as the Board had decided to retain the second paragraph 

of the preamble he withdrew his second amendment • the deletion of paragraph 

Dr METCALFE proposed the deletion of the words "with satisfaction" in paragraph 

2, because UNICEF, having been established for a specific purpose, appeared to be 

prolonging its existence by encroaching more and more on the medical field, which he 

would not have thought was gratifying to WHO. 
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Dr EL-CHATTI supported the amendment• 

Professor CANAPERIA observed that； if Dr Metcalfe!s amendment were adopted, some 

modification would be necessary in paragraph b, otherwise there would be some incon-

sistency in welcoming the proposed expansion of UNICEF1 s aid to nutritional activities 
> 

and to integrated maternal and child health projects• 

Dr JAFAR opposed the amendment because, even though there might have been some 

minor diiferenees of opinion between WHO and UNICEF^ WHOfs programmes had greatly 

benefited from UNICEF1日 funds and the least it could do would be to express 

satisfaction at Ш1СЕР1 曰 coixtixiued support. 

Dr TOGBA, opposing Dr Metcalfe's amendment, agreed with Dr Jafar that^ a日 WHO 

had been accepting UNICEF! в help^ and in view of the statement referred to in the 

second paragraph of the preamble, there would be no harm in an expression of gratitude« 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed that it was a matter of interpretation. The 

satisfaction expressed did not relate either to Ш1СЕР1 s continued existence or its 

field of competence^ but to the support it had given to joint programmes. He did 

not therefore think that it had any bearing oil the fundamental policy issue mentioned 

by Dr Metcalfe. 

The CHAIRMAN observed .that it would be ungracious to delete the words objected 

to by Dr Metcalfe. 

Dr METCALFE said that in view of the foregoing discussion he would withdraw his 

amendment э 
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Dr EL-CHATTI, speaking as a member who had supported the amendment, said he 

would have no objection to its being withdrawn,. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft resolution as a whole, as amended in the 

second paragraph of the preairible. 

Decisions‘ The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted (see resolution 
EB21.R45)争 

2щ REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1959： Item 3#2 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No. 81j Documents EB21/65, EB21/66, EB21/WP/21, EB21/WP/22) 

First Report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 

Chapter VI; Questions of Major Iirportance to be considered by the Board 

Matters Referred for Consideration and Decision by the Board (continued from the 
seventeenth meeting, section 4) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to continue its consideration of item (e) in 

section 3.2 of Chapter VI of the Standing Committee's report* 

Dr TO(BA said that since the previous meeting he had given careful thought to 

the Board's decision on item (d), and had concluded that it would make for bad 

feeling if a project were to be eliminated after the regional programme, of which it 

formed part, had already been approved a few days previously# The item was not a 

large one in relation to the total budget. He therefore moved that the discussion 

on the Seminar on Modern Trends in Aiaes-ttissiology be reopened» 
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The CHAIRMAN announced that under the provisions of Rule 4o of the Rules of 

Procedure he could give the floor only to two speakers opposing the motion for 

reconsideration. 

Dr MOORE opposed the motion because it had been made perfectly clear during the 

discussion on the regional programmes that the items listed in section 3*2 were ’ 

reserved for later consideration. 

Dr REGALA, associated himself with Dr Moore• 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote Dr Togba'a motion to reopen discussion on item (d) • 

Decision? The motion was lost by 9 votes to 紅•with 2 abstentions. 

The CHAIRMAN then invited the Board to continue Its consideration of item (e). 

Professor PESONEN1 did not think there was any danger of overlapping In the work 

of seminars on such topics as the disposal of radioactive waste^ which was a very new 

and pressing problem• There was a great demand in Europe and elsewhere for training 

in that sphere, and he would draw particular attention to the difficulties facing 

hospitals which were making increasing use of radioisotopes without clear knowledge 

of how to dispose of them, 

Dr HABERNOLL endorsed Professor Pesonen1 s remarks • 

Dr MOORE reiterated his view that, as the International Atomic Energy Agency had 

indicated that the disposal of radioactive waste would be one of its major fields of 

activity^ WHO should first establish what programme the Agency was contemplating 

before deciding whether training lay within its own competence. 
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The DEPOTT DIRECT®4ÎEIÎERAL said that perhaps there had been some terminological 

confus ion • The seminar would not be concerned with problems of engineering or 

international law as to how such waste should be packed or buried and where, but with 

the public health implications of the disposal of radioactive material, not only from 

atomic plants but also from hospitals and laboratories, which were using large amounts 

of radioisotopes • If the seminar were approved，it vould be called "Seminar on the 

Public Health Aspects of Disposal of Radioactive Material"• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that WHO must be clear about its own responsibilities, 

which had not been changed as a result of the creation of IAEA, though of course the 

activities of the two organizations must be carefully co-ordinated. 

He had received a clear endorsement from the Health Assembly of WHO activities 

In the field of atomic energy^ as would be seen from the provisions of resolution 

WHA9.5紅 contained in the second paragraph of the preamble， aub-paragraphs (a) to (e)， 

as veil as in paragraph 1. He was not proposing anything outside the proposal he 

had submitted to the Assembly and which had been approved. 

Dr MOORE said that in view of the remarks made by Professor Pesonen^ the 

Director-General and the Deputy Director-Genera^ he would withdraw his objection. 

The CH/vIRMAN observed that the suppression of the seminar on modern trends in 

anaesthesiology would release a sum of some $ 10 000. 

Professor CANAPERIA considered that， since that seminar had been proposed as 

part of the European regional programme and had been approved Ъу the Regional 

Committee, the sum released should be used for some other activity in Europe• 
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The CHAIRMAF"Baid he was not quite sure whether Professop-Canaperia's proposal 

would not involve the E'eopening of the discussion on the item. The Board> in 

agreeing to recoramend the postponement of the seminar on modern trends in anaesthesiology, 

appeared also to have adopted the suggestion that the funds thus released might be 

used by the Director-General at his discretion to strengthen the technical services 
. . . . * • 

at Headquarters, 

, ïtofessoi» С Ш А Ш Ш . said he had not understood that the Board had already 

approved the latter suggestion. He had made his earlier ruarles In the belief that 

he was opting the discfisslon an it. 

DE» MOORE said it was not his intention to oppose Professor Camperia! s proposal 

if it met with "bbe Board1s approvals H© would, however, point out ttoat the suggestion 
• t 

he ha4 mde on tteô nee to î .ofa tb© released funds sbouM be put was an integral part 

Cf bis wtoole proposal anâ m in his opl»ion# been approved by Hhe 

B^ard, 

30r da SILVA TRAVASSOS supportôd Professor Canaperia1 s propose.!» 重 

The CHAIRMAîî remarked that there now appeared to be no question of reopening 

the discussion on paragraph Professor Canaperia's proposal related to the 

ôontents of paragraph 5»1. ‘ 

Dr ВЕША thought the Board might be guided in Its deoision on Krofessor 

Canaperia1 s proposal by hearing the Dlreotor-General1 s views on how far the amount to be 

released throu^i the postponement of the seminar would go towaĵ ds a satisfaotory 

s-feẑ ngthening of the teohnieal services at Headquarters» 
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Dr НАВЕШОЦ1 endorsed Professor Canaperia's propcsala His earlier support for 

postponing the seninar had been based on the grovxid that the activity in question 

shooed be the responsibility of the universities and not о? Ш0 Р He had not intended 

that the funds thus released should be withdrawn from the regional budget. 

Mr CALDERWOOD eonveyed Dr HTde^s regrets that he was unable to attend the meeting 

on acccmnt of illness/ 

There seemed to have been a suggestion in the disoussion that, since the regional 

committees had approved the proposed budgets, the Executive Board had not the right to 

alter the amounts• He would remind the Board that the budget proposals under 

consideration were submitted by the Director-General in respect of the Organization 

as a whole, and that the Direotor-General had taken account of the proposals for the 

separate regions submitted to him after review by the regional committees» In th© 

oiroumstancës, he failed to see that there was any question of interference on the part 

ef the Board, should it deoide to amend the proposed regional budgets. 

X 

Professor CANAPERIA said that, he had in no way questioned the right of the Board to 

amend, as it considered desirable^ the proposals on the regional budgets# He had 

merely pointed out that it was not the Board1s usual practice to take that course» 

The IDXRBOTOruaEMERAL, answering the point raised by Dr Regala，. said it was 

unnecessary for hiin to affirm that the Secretariat welcomed the suggestion to strengthen 
4 

the technical services at Headquarters^ where the needs in many. sphc-гез of the work 

were very great. On the other hand, he felt that T)r Canaperia had a points Perhaps it 
might serv© the purpose if, when paragraph ̂ Л was reproduced in the Eoard1s report. 
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the words "to strengthen the technleal seĵ vioes at Headquarters" were replaced by 

”for activities in the European Region". 

Professor CANAIERIA aooepted that suggestion. 

2v MOORE felt obliged once more to make his point. His speoifio proposal had 

been that the seminar on modern trends in anaesthesiology should be postptmed and that 

the funds thus released could be used by the Director-Qeneral at his discretion to 

strengthen teohnical services at Headquarters. That was the proposal, standing as a 

whole, that the Board had approved earlier in the meetings 

Professor CANAPERIA suggested that Dr Moored wishes might be satisfied by having 

his proposal repnrĉ iuoed in the Board1 s report to the Eleventh World Health Assembly^ 

together with the Boards decision on the matter. 

Tjt METCALEE felt that a decision In the sense proposed by Rrofessor Canaperia 

might constitute a precedents The Organization had six regions in all and similar 

proposals to out the regional programmes might occur at any time» Rather than have 

money released in that fashion put to the credit of the individual regions, he would 

prefer that the benefit should be spread over the regions as a whole through the 

strengthening of central services^ 

Deolsioni The Board approved Professor Canaperia1s proposal by 
9 votes to none, with 5 abstentionsP 
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The CHAIRMAN noted that Dr Moore's original proposal would be mentioned in the 

Board1s report to the Health Assembly. 

Other Matters Studied by the Committee 

The CHAIRMAN Invited the Board to consider the Standing Committee's recommendation 

on the proposed Appropriation Resolution for the financial year 1959 (section 4.1). 

The Standing Coramittee recommended the adoption of the text proposed In Official Records 

No. 81, page 1Л. 

Decision: The Board approved the Standing Committee's recommendation* 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to consider the Standing Committee ‘ s recommendation 

on the proposed programme for 1959 (section 5). 

The reconroiendation might be worded as follows in the Board's report: 

The Board, having taken iijto account certas minor modifications referred 
to In the Standing Committee's report (Chapter VI， section Э), recommends 
approval of the Director-General's specific programme proposals for 1959 as 
reflected In Official Records No. 81. 

Dr JAFAR recalled that, at an earlier me et tog, he had made a number of suggestions 

on the need for the Director-General to have more authority to relax the application of 

the or iter la laid down for participation án WHO'S malaria eradication programme. If 
* 

any formal action was needed on those suggestions, he felt it should be taken, at the 

present juncture. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that, from the formal point of view, the matter 

would be covered by incorporating in the Board's report a suitable reference, to whatever 

decision it might wish to take. 
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The DIRECTŒUGENERAL believed that the Board should specify more exactly the 

degree of flexibility it might consider appropriate in applying the criteria in 

question. The World Health Assembly had already established its policy of malaria 

eradication and had laid down its concept of what constituted a malaria eradication 

programme• If any programme of malaria control were to be considered as an eraiication 

programme，that would constitute a radical departure £rom the Health Assemblyfs policy. 

He accordingly asked for the Board's guidance in the matter• 

Dr JAFAR reminded the Director-General that his suggestions had related to 

programmes for the eradication of malaria by stages and not to control programmes» 

In the light of what had already been said, he felt the Board could place its 

trust in the judgement of the Dir e о tor «Gener al without giving him mere detailed 

instructions с The Dire et or-General was thoroughly conversant with the Organization^ 

policy in the matter and would, he was convinced, know whether or not he was departing 

from it0 

The DIRE CT OR-GENERAL, while appreciating Dr Jafar，s confidence in his discretion 

and judgement, nevertheless felt that he should be given precise instructions. The 

instructions and decisions of the World Health Assembly on the malaria eradication 

programe were precise and restricted the action he could take on his own authority^ 

His own feeling was that the concept of malaria eradication as defined by the 

experts most be maintained,, The Health Assembly had already recognized programmes for 

eradication by stages. The real issue lay in what constituted satisfactory stages. 
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Dr JAFAR reiterated that he was perfectly satisfied to let the matter rest in the 

light of the discussion that had taken place, since it now appeared that what he had 

asked for was not in contradiction with present policy. He saw no need for any-

further action. 

The DIRE CT CR -GENERAL said he wished to make it plain that, to the best of his 

understanding, the flexibility he could introduce at his o"wn discretion into plans 

for malaria eradication under the Organization^ programme was striptly limited» 

Dr JAFAR asked the Director-Gener al what his precise understanding was of the 

reqœst for more flexibility. 

The DIRECTCE-GENERAL reminded Dr Jafar that the request had not been addressed 

to him, as head of the Secretariat ； policy matters came within the purview of the 

Executive Board and the Health Assembly. Any reference to the suggestion on 

flexibility, if not defined, that might appear in the report of the Board's discussion 

of the matter might cause him difficulty in his efforts to implement the Health 

Assembly1 s instructions on the malaris eradication programme. The point he had wished 

to make clear was that no change in the concept of eradication was er̂ visaged. 

Dr JAFAR said his suggestion involved no question of reversing the policies 

adopted by the Organization, His intention had been merely to request action to bring 

into effect what was already laid down in resolution WHA9«6l； that resolution 

recommended, inter alia，that UNICEF should continue its support to malaria control 

programmes• 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that Dr Jafar was right in quoting the resolution, but 

the >diole paragraph in question read as follows Î 

RECOMMENDS that UNICEF continue its full support to the continuance and 
expansion of the existing control programmes as a step towards transformation 
to eradication campaigns. 

Dr JAFAR expressed his satisfaction that the position had now been thoroughly 

clarified and that he and the Director-General were in complete agreement. 

Deoision： The Board, approved the recommendation of the Standing Committee 
for inclusion in its report, in the wording proposed by the Chairman. 

The CHAIRMAJN invited the Board to consider the Standing Committee's recommendation 

on the question of the programme and budget estimates for I960 (section 6). 

Decisión: The Board approved the Standing Committee's recommendation for 
inclusion in its report. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board's attention to the draft resolution on fellowships, 

subnitted by Dr Siri (document EB21/WP/22). 

Professor PESONEN proposed that discussion of the draft resolution be deferred 

until the following Monday, as Dr Siri had been unable to attend the present meeting. 

It was so agreed. 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Board had deferred its decision on the question of 

incorporating chapters 2 and 3 of the Standing Committee1 s report in its report to the 

Eleventh World Health Assembly. He invited the Board to take a decision on the matter. 
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Decision: The Board decided to incorporate the two chapters in its report 
to the Health Assembly. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that, the Board having completed its examin-

ation of the first and second reports of the Standing Committee, the Rapporteurs would 

be proceeding to prepare the Board's final report on the proposed progranime and budget 

estimates for 1959. 

It was hoped to submit the draft report for the Board1 s consideration at its 

meeting the following Monday. With the Board1 s permission, the appendices váiich had 

already been submitted with the Standing Committee^ report (document EB21/AF/3) would 

not be included in the draft but would be incorporated in the final printed version 

for submission to the Eleventh World Health Assembly, it being understood that the 

appendix referring to the scale of assessment was being revised as authorized by the 

Board• 

It was so agreed• 

3. WHO PARTICIPATION IN THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 
Item 5.1 of the Agenda (Documents EB21/50 and EB2l/WP/13) 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL, ixrtroducliig document EB21/50, said that the text 

had been reduced to the minimum, length necessary for an understanding of the problems # 

The annexes contained all the necessary documentation. In addition the Secretariat 

had prepared a working paper containing the outline of a draft resolution to help the 

Board in its discus s ion• 

The Director-General1 s report was divided into two main parts； one dealt with 

the status of the programme for 1957 and 1958 and with the elaboration of the 1959 

programme, which had already been das cussed by the Board and the Standing Committee in 
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connexion with the programme and budget estimates. He would therefore concentrate on 

the second part of the report, which covered a number of matters of special interest, 

He first drew attention to the problem of the allocation of administrative and opera-

tional services costs between regular and expanded programme budgets - a problem which 

was under review by both TAB and TAC and for which different solutions bad been 

suggested, 

The second point to which the Board‘в attention should be drawn was the system of 

allocation of funds unâer the Expaaded Programe, Members vould recall that the 

question had arisen vhether or not TAB should continue to notify governments of agency 

sub-totals. The regional committees， which had Ъееп consulted on that pointy had all, 

with the exception of the Eegional Committee for Africa, which had adopted no resolution 

on the subject, expressed themselves in favour of the present system. The Eegional 

Ccmmittee for the Americas haá gone even further Ъу adopting a resolution inviting 

Member governments to give suitable instructions to their representatives at the United 

Nations with a view to promoting an adequate révision of the decisions of the Economic 

and Social Council relating to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance in order 

that the system of direct allocations to the participating specialized agencies might 

Ъе re-established, 

Thirdly, he drew attention to a matter relating to regional projects. It would 

Ъе remembered that TAC haâ decided to limit to 10 per cent, the sums for regional 

programmes » Following the initiative taken by WHO and PAO, which vere especially 

interested in regional projects,it had Ъееп decided to reserve a supplementary ¡2 per 

cent, for that purpose so that a total of 12 per cent, could Ъе allocated to regional 

projects provided that no one organization exceeded that percentage. That provision 

had to be kept under continuous review. 
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Finally, he turned to the question of local costs, which had long been a concern 

of WHO. It was dealt with in section 4 of the report and all the necessary documentary 

material would be found in the annexes. All the regional committees, with the exception 

of the Regional Committee for Africa, which had adopted no resolution on the subject^ 

had unanimously expressed their support for resolution EB19»R48 reaffirming WHO*s 

belief that such costs should be financed under the Technical Assistance Programme in the 

same manner as under the regular programme of WHO and requesting the Director-General 

again the opinion of the Board and the Assembly on the matter to TAB and TAG. 

The CHAIRMN invited Mr Lukac, representative of the Technical Assistance Board, 

to speak• 

Mr LUKA(̂ , Technical Assistance Board, said that, at the present stage^ he had 

nothing of interest to add to the information given in the documentation before the 

Board, which included the relevant texts of the Technical Assistance Board, the 

Technical Assistance Committee and the United Nations Advisory-Committee on Administra» 
— „ 

tive and Budgetary Questions. He was at the Board1 s disposal to answer any further 

questions that might arise in discussion, although he expeated the Secretariat of WHO 

would already be conversant with the whole matter. The Technical Assistance Board was 

coinposed of representatives of all the agencies participating in the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance. 

The CHAIRMAN invited general comments on the draft resolution under consideration. 
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Dr EL-CH¿ITTI recalled that the desirability of removing the requirement under the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance that governments should contribute to local 

subsistence costs of internationally recruited personnel had been brought to the 

attention of the Technical Assistance Board repeatedly in the past few years, Since 

the Technical Assistance Board had not as yet been moved to a favourable view, he 

wondered whether it was worth while for the Board to bring the matter up again. 

Dr JAFAR asked whether WHO1 s representative on the Technical Assistance Board 

oould give an account of the reasons why the Technical Assistance Board and the 

Technical Assistance Coiranittee continued to insist on that requirement, in face of the 

pressure for a change brought in the past few years by WHO» One might normally expect 

TAB to fall into line ra.th the practice of agencies participating in the programme, 

such as WÎO and UNICEF • 

lír SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General^ Department of Administration and Finance, 

found it somewhat difficult to provide a convincing ехрЗлnation. Support for the 

suggestion to remove the requirement had varied throughout the years, depending on the 

governments represented in the Technical Assistance Committee• 

In its report to the Economic and Social Council (document E/3C41)5 the Technical 

Assistance Cominittee stated that it had given consideration to how the Expanded 

Programme would be affected if the Board1 s re сошпе ndat ion were adopted. Several members 

of the Committee had believed that continuation of some method of cash assessment of 

governments in respect of local subsistence costs was essential to ensure the 

maintenance of a co-operative programme. It had been pointed out that the SUJH 

involved amounted to something over $ 2.5 million а уэаг and that the total funds 
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available for the field programme would be reduced by an equivalent amount if the 

existing requirement were removed. On the other hand, other members of the Committee 

had felt that the substantial contributions made by recipient governments to the cost 

of projects in the form of counterpart personnel and facilities already constituted a 
» 

significant contribution toward the Technical Assistance Programme; and that the 

additional cash assessments in respect of local subsistence costs of experts constituted 

an unnecessarily heavy drain upon the limited resources of economically under-

developed countries• While the Committee had not taken any action on the Board1s 

proposal, there had been a broad consensus that no reduction in tha level of payment 

of local costs Ъу recipient countries should be made at the expense of the overall 

level of operations (paragraph 33)• 

The tenor of that report plainly implied that the Technical ikssistance Committee 

would be prepared to reconsider the matter in the future^ He accordingly felt that it 

would be worth while for the Board to pursue the matter, if it wished the proposal 

eventually to be adopted. 

The CailMyjAN suggested that the Board take up the separate sections of the draft 

resolution in document EB21/Wp/l3 one by one. 

There were no comments on sections 工 and II. 

Professor PESONEN suggested that the phrase: "ministries of health11, in the operative 

paragraph of section III, should be changed to: "national health administrations"> as 

a more appropriate wording. 

It "was so agreed. 
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There were no comments on section IV. 

Mr CALDERWOOD proposed the deletion of the second paragraph of the preamble to 

section V, which read: 

Believing that such costs should be financed under the Technical 
Assistance Programme in the same manner as under the regular programme 
of the World Health Organisation; ’ 

ils had already been stated, the question of local subsistence costs had been 

repeatedly considered at great length in meetings of the Health Assembly, the Executive 

Board, the Technical Assistance Board and the Technical Assistance Committee. And the 

stand taken by WHO was diftereot from that adopted by the two latter bodies and by s one 

of the other participating epeoialiaed agencies, in particular FAO. 

Dr ЕЬ-СНДТТ1 thanked Mr Siegel for the information he ha4 given and stated that he 

would not press his suggestion at the present session of the Board. 

Dr MDORE supported Mr Calderwood's proposed amencbnent. 

Dr METCaiLFE remarked that the deletion proposed by Mr Calderwood would not 

substantially alter the draft resolution, since the idea was already covered in the first 

paragraph of the preamble to section V. 

Decision: The Board .approved, the amendment proposed by Mr Calderwood 
by 6 votes to 2：, with 5 abstentions. 

• • 

The CftHRMAU put to the vote the draft resolution as a whole, as amended. 
‘i 

Decision: The draft resolution, as amended, vas adopted by nine votes 
to none, with 5 abstentions (see resolution EB21.R48；. 

The С AIRMAN thanked Mr Lukac for his courtesy in attending the meeting. 
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4 � CO-OPERATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND THEIR 
DECISIONS AFFECTING WHO'S ACTIVITIES: Item 9 Д of the Agenda (Documents 
EB21/51, EB21/52, EB21/52 Add0l, EB21/52 Add,2 and EB21/71) (continued from 
the eighth meeting^ section 2) 

Dr MOORE. Chairman of the Working Party on Resolution 1219 (XII) of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations on Financing of Economic Development, read the report 

of the Working Party (document EB21/71)� 

Dr DÍAZ-COLLER asked whether the Director-General had any remarks or observations 

to add to what he had already said to the Working Party0 

Dr Hafez AMIN said he believed that all members of the Working Party had accepted 

the proposals contained in the working paper submitted to it by the Director-General, 

He therefore proposed that paragraph 1 of the draft resolution contained in the Working 

Party t s report be amended to read: 

BELIEVES that the report of the Director—General and the discussions 
in the working group are a useful basis for expressing the views and 
suggestions of the Organization to the Preparatory Committee9 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAI^ replying to Dr Diaz-Coller^ said that in future negotiations 

he would of vciztsq be guided by the proposals he had made in his working paper 

EB2l/SF/WP/l and the comments made by the Working Party� There had not been in the 

last few days any new developments to report to the Board, 

With regard to the amendment proposed by Dr Hafez Amin, he thought that the in-

sertion of a reference to his own report to the Working Party would be acceptable® On the 

other hand， to speak of "the views and suggestions of the Organization" seemed to him 

somewhat premature^ since for the time being not enough was known for WHO to express any 

views • All that had been asked for so far were the views of the executive heads of the 
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specialized agencies. His own views would of course be transmitted to the Health 

Assembly for thorough discussion. 

Dr MOORE agreed that the proposed amendment would not be in accordance with the 

invitation made to the Director-General, who had been asked to give hie own views, not 

those of the Organization, The Director-General had asked the Working Party for 

guidance, which the Working Party had attempted to give, 

Dr Hafez AMIN sraid that his reason for proposing the amendment was that the Working 

Party had approved the Director-Genoral ̂  s suggestions and looked upon them as its own, 

Hovxover, if there ware any opposition to his proposal, he would not press it. He would 

be satisfied if the Director-General•s working paper could be attached to the resolution. 

After some further discussion, Mr GALDERHOOD noted that there was, in the first 

sentence of the second paragraph of the Working Party's report, a mention of the 

Director-General ' s working paper to which the necessary reference could, be attneh^dj^y, 

a footnote• ч 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the report of the Working Party itself could not be 

changed by the Board. What was required was some means of inserting a reference to the 

working paper into the resolution» . 

The DIRECTOR-GSNERi'X noted that the report had never been approved by the Working 

Party as a whole• For the change proposed by Mr Caldeivood it would therefore be enough 

to have the consent of the Chairman and Rapporteur of the Working Party. 

Dr MOORE and Dr J^IMILLO, as Chairman and Rapporteur of the Working Party, 

accepted the proposed insertion^ 
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Br Hafea AMIN said that Ьз was satisfied with the amendment to the report and 

withdrew his proposed, amendment to the draft resolution^ 

Do^-sion^ The draft reeolution proposed by the Working Party was adopted 
rSlni^usly (see resolution EB21«R49/ о 

The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L said that a revision of document EB21/71, containing the 

additional footnote y would be is sued <> 

The DEPUTY noted that，while the Board had now disposed of the 

whole of itera it still had to take formal nots of the main report of the Director^ 

C-6neral on co-operation with the United Nations and th6 specialized agencies^ 

The CHMRM&N read tha following draft г о solutions 

The Executive Board , 

NOTES the report of the Djjrector-Gen6raX on the co-operation with the 
TTrJLtea Nations organs and specialized agencies and their decisions affecting 
the activitdQs of WïïOo 

Dj^lsioaa. The resolution шв adopted unanimously (see resolution EB21#R50)'̂  

The meeting rose at 1J5 P^c 
MMfwfc.vtfrtW-ri—.«run II---- i-m-ffr-ifTT-i- г г т i | i I i 广 • “ 咖 ' Д н и . а М * i t i n T W » ЧШ1 
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1. DEVELOPMENTS IN ACTIVITIES ASSISTED JOINTLY WITH UNICEF? 
Item 9.3 of the Agenda (Document EB2l/WP/20) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN opened the discussion on the draft resolution submitted by the 

Rapporteurs and reading： 

The Executive Board^ 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the developments in 
activities assisted jointly with UNICEF; 

Having heard a statement from the representative of UNICEF on the colla-
boration between the two agencies that 110 UNICEF activities in the field of 
health are either proposed or undertaken without the prior technical approval 
of the World Health Organization； and 

Noting that UNICEF plans to assist the malaria eradication programme to 
the amount of between $ 7 million and $ 8 million in 1958， 1959 and i960， 

1. NOTES the report of the Director-Generalj 

2. NOTES with satisfaction that UNICEF continues to regard its support to the 
programmes of basic maternal and child health services， including environmental 
sanitation where appropriate, communicable diseases control, malaria eradication 
and nutrition as different approaches leading to improvement of maternal and 
child health; 

5. EXPRESSES the hope that the UNICEF Executive Board will continue to give 
maximum assistance for malaria eradication in the future; 

k. WELCOMES the proposed expansion of UNICEF1 s aid to nutritional activities 
and to integrated maternal and child health projects； 

5, EXPRESSES its satisfaction with the continued close and effective colla-
boration between the two organizations• 

Dr METCAXiFE asked what was the meaning of the word "basic" in paragraph 2 and 

of the word "integrated" in paragraph h. 

Dr KMJL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services; explained 

that the word "basic" was used to describe maternal and child health services as 

such, though they might form part of the public health services* UNICEF used the 
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term ,f integrated" because maternal and child health services were integrated into rural 

and public health services and were developed as far as possible as part of those 

activities and not separately, 

Mr HEÏWARD (United Nations Children^ Fund) confirmed that that was the conno-

tation given to those terms by UNICEF, The word "basic11 was used to indicate that 

the type of assistance given was of a fairly simple kind, for the establishment of 

fundamental services. 

Dr EL-CHATTI^ while supporting the draft resolution， did not consider that the 

second paragraph of the preamble and paragraph 3 were necessary, and therefore 

proposed their deletion. 

Dr Hafez AMIN sav no need for those amendments ̂  as Mr Heyward had raised no 

objection to the text» 

Cr da SILVA TRAVASSOS agreed with Dr Hafez Amiru 

Dr TOGBA agreed that the second paragraph of the preamble added nothing to the 

text since it was customary for the Board to hear statements during such dieeussions. 

In any event j if it were retained the expression "Having heard a statement11 was 

inappropriate and should be modified. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote Dr El-Chatti!s two amendments for the suppression 

of the second paragraph of the preamble and of paragraph 3. 

Decisionf The amendments were adopted by 6 votes to 5 with 3 abstentions. 
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Dr REGA.LA asked whether he was right in thinking that paragraphs 4 and 5 were 

related to the second paragraph of the preamble, which had now been deleted. 

Dr TOGBA said that he had understood the Board to have voted only on the first 

amendment - to delete the second paragraph of the preamble. 

Dr METCALFE said that he had had the same impression. 

The CHAIRMAN explained that he had put to the vote the two amendments together • 

Dr TOGBA said that in that case he must ask for reconsideration of the amend-

ments, because he had not been in favour of the suppression of paragrajii 3» 

The CHAIRMAN said that, as there had been a misunderstanding, perhaps the Board 

would be prepared to dispense with the formality of re-opening the discussion and 

consider the amendments separately. 

Dr JAFAR believed that the Board should strictly adhere to its Rules of Procedure• 

The CHAIRMAN， having read Rule ho of the Board1s Rules of Procedure, put to the 

vote Dr Togba * s motion for reconsideration of the amendments• 

Decision: The motion was carried by 10 votes to none with 3 abstentions• 

The CHAIRMAîi, announcing that the requisite two-thirds majority had been obtained, 

invited the Board to reconsider Dr El-ChattUs two amendments. 

Dr Hafez AMIN, referring to Dr TogbaJ s criticism of the opaning phrase in the 

second paragraph of the preamble^ suggested that it be regarded as an amendment f 
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Dr TOGBA proposed that the words "Having noted a report" be substituted for the 

words "Having heard a statement"- In the second paragraph of the preamble. 

Dr HEOSLA asked whether paragraph 5 in fact derived from the second paragrajto 

of the preamble• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL believed that paragraph 5 was a consequence of the first 

paragraph of the preamble and of the statement made by the representative of UNICEFд 

referred to in the second paragraph of the preamble. 

Profesaor CANAPERIA supported Dr Togba,s amendment » 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Board might first decide on Dr El-Chattiк 

amendment to the second paragraph of the preamble; and if that were rejected it 

could take up Dr Togba1日， 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director -Generalp said that in any event that procedure would 

have to be followed because the Board must first vote on the amendment furthest 

removed from the original proposal. 

The CH6IRM&N put to the vote Dr El4!hattils proposal for the deletion of the 

second paragraph of the preamble• 

lecislon： The amendment was rejected by 9 votes to k vith 1 abstention# 

The CHAIRMAN called for comments on Dr Togba!s amendment• 
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Dr REGALA, wondered whether the proposed wording was in fact accurate, since the 

Board had only heard a verbal report from Mr Heyward # 

Dr TOGBifi observed that the matter was of no great moment； his principal 

objection was to the expression "having heard"* 

The ‘CH/ilRM/lN wondered whether Dr Regala wished to press hie point • In any 
!саве tie epithet "verbal" would be unsuitable since it applied to both written and 

oral reports• • 

Dr REGAIA said that he would not insist on his point • 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote Dr Togba1 s amendment to the second paragraph of 

the preamble. 

Decision: The amendment was adopted by 9 votes to 1 with 4 abstentions• 

Dr EL-CHA.TTI stated that as the Board had decided to retain the second paragraph 

of the preamble he withdrew his second amendment - the deletion of paragraph 3. 

Dr METCALFE proposed the deletion of the words "vith satisfaction" in paragraph 

2, because UNICEF, having been established for a specific purpose^ appeared to be 

prolonging its existence by encroaching more and more on the medical field，which he 

would' not have thought vas gratifying to WHO. 
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Dr EL-CHATTI supported the amendment. * 

Professor CANAPERIA observed that; if Dr Metcalfef8 amendment were adopted, some 

modification would be necessary in paragraph k, otherwise there would be some Incon-

sistency in welcoming the proposed expansion of UNICEF18 aid to nutritional activities 
� 

and to integrated maternal and child her.lth projects. 

Dr JAFAR opposed the amendment bec&use, even though there might have been some 

minor diiferenees of opinion between WHO and UNICEF^ WHOfs programmes had greatly 

benefited frora UNICEF1 s funds and the least it could do would be to express 

satisfaction at UNICEF18 continued support» 

Dr TOGBA, opposing Dr Metcalfe's amendment^ agreed with Dr Jafar that, as WHO 

had been accepting UNICEF's help, and in view of the statement referred to in the 

second paragraph of the preamble, there would be no harm in an expression of gratitude. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, observed that it was a matter of interpretation. The 

satisfaction expressed did not relate either to UNICEF1s continued existence or its 
• ‘ 、 》 

field of competence， but to the support it had given to joint programmes• He did 

not therefore think that it had any bearing on the fundamental policy issue mentioned 

by Dr Metcalfe. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it would be ungracious to delete the words objected 

to by Dr Metcalfe. 
• . 

Dr METCALFE said that in view of the foregoing discussion he would withdraw his 

amendment• 
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•r EL-<;HA,TTI, speaking as a member who had supported th它 amendment> said he 

weuld have no dbjection tb its being vithdrawn. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft re&olutien as a whole, as amended in the 

second paragraph of the preamble• 

Decision： The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted (see resolution 
EB21.R紅5)• 

2, . REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMMÉ AN13 BUDGET ESTIMATES FOB 1959t Item 3,2 of the Agenda 
(Official Records Wo. 8l； Documents EB21/65, EB21/66, 
(continued) 

Jirst Report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (EB21/65) 
(continued) — 卿 一 — 一 一 w 

Chapter VI; Questions of major importance to be considered by the Board 
(continued) ^ 

Matters referred for consideration and decision by the Board <continued) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to continue its consideration of item <e�ia 

section 3-2 óf Chapter VI of the Standing Committee^s report• 

Br TOGBA said that since the previous meeting he hô d given careful thought to 

the Board1 s decision on item (d), and had concluded that it would make for bad 

feeling if a project were to be eliminated after the regional programme, of whicb it 

formed part, had already been approved a few days previously• The item was not a 

large one in relation to the total budget. He therefore moved that the discussion 

on the Seminar on Modern Trends in Anaesthesiology be reopened. 
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The CHAIRMAN announced that under the provisions of Rule ko of the Rules of 

Procedure he could give the floor only to two speakers opposing the motion for 

reconsideration. 

Dr MOORE opposed the motion because it had been made perfectly clear during the 

discussion on the regional programmes that the items listed in section 3 *2 were 

reserved for later consideration, 

Dr REGALA, associated himself with Dr Moore. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote Dr Togba‘a motion to reopen discussion on item (d). 

Decisions The motion was lost by 9 votes to h with 2 abstentions. 

The GHAIRMZVN then invited the Board to continue its consideration of Item (e) • 

Professor PESONEN did not think there vas any danger of overlapping in the work 

of seminars on such topics as the disposal of radioactive vaste, which was a very new 

and pressing problem. There was a great demand in Europe and elsewhere for training 

in that sphere, and he would draw particular attention to the difficulties facing 

hospitals which were making increasing use of radioisotopes without clear knowledge 

of how to dispose of them, 

Dr HABERNOLL endorsed Professor Pesonen1s remarks• 

Dr MOORE reiterated his view that, as the International Atomic Energy Agency had 

indicated that the disposal of radioactive vaste would be оте of its major fields of 

activity^ WHO should first establish whrt programme the Agency was contemplating 

before deciding whether training lay within its own competence• 
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The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that perhaps there had been some terminological 

confus i on • The seminar would not be concerned with problems of engineering or 

international law as to how such waste should be packed or buried and whereд but with 

the public health implications of the disposal of radioactive material, not only from 

atomic plants but also from hospitals and laboratories, which were using large amounts 

of radioisotopes • If the seminar were approved, it would be called "Seminar on the 

Public Health Aspects of Disposal of Radioactive Material"• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAX said that WHO must be clear about its own responsibilities, 

which had not been changed as a result of the creation of IAEA, though of course the 

activities of the two organizations must be carefully co-ordinated. 

He had received a clear endorsement from the Health Assembly of WHO activities 

in the field of atomic energy, as would be seen from the provisions of resolution 

WHA9.5紅 contained in the second paragraph of the preamble, sub-paragraphs (a) to (e), 

as well as in paragraph 1. He was not proposing aiiything outside the proposal he 

had submitted to the Assembly and which had been approved. 

Dr MOORE said that in view of the remarks made by Professor Pesonen^ the 

Director-General and the Deputy Director -General^ he would withdraw his objection. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the suppression of the seminar on modern trends in 

anaesthesiology would release a sum of some $ 10 ООО, 

Professor CANAPERIA considered that， since that seminar had been proposed as 

part of the European regional programme and had been approved by the Regional 

Committee, the sum released should be used for some other activity in Europe. 
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The CHAIRMAN said he was not quite sure whether Professor Canaperia1s proposal 

would not involve the E©opening of the discussion on the item. The Board, in 

agreeing to recommend the postponement of the seminar on modern trends in anaesthesiology, 

appeared also to have adopted the suggestion that the funds thus released might be 

used by the Director-General at his discretion to strengthen the technical services 

at Headquarters, 

Professor CANAPERIA said he had not understood that the Board had already 

approved the latter suggestion. He had made his earlier r^iarks in the belief that 

he was opening the discission on 

"Dr MOORE said it was not his intention to oppose Professor Canaperia1s proposal 

if it met with the Board丨 s approval,, He would, however, point out that the suggestion 

he had made on the use to whioh the released funds should be put was an integral part 

of his whole proposal and as such had) in his opinion, already been approved by the 

Eoard. 

Co? da SILVA TRAVAS30S supported Professor Canaperia1s proposals 

The CHAIRMAN remarked that there now appeared to be no question of reopening 

the discussion on paragraph Professor Canaperia1s proposal related to the 

contents of paragraph 3丄 

Dr REGALA thought the Board might be guided in its decision on Professor 

Canaperia1s proposal by hearing the Direotor-Oeneral's views m how far the amount to be 

released through the postponement of the seminar would go towards a satisfactory 

strengthening of the teohni^al services at Headquarters. 
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Dr HABERNOUi endorsed Professor Canaperia'1 s proposal. His earlier support for 

postponing the seminar had been based on the ground that the activity in question 

should be the responsibility of the universities and not of WHO. He had not intended 

that the funds thus released should be withdrawn from the regional budget. 

Mr CALDERWOOD conveyed Dr Hyde1s regrets that he was unable to attend the meeting 

on ao count of illnesŝ » 

There seemed to have been a suggestion in the discussion that, since the regional 

committees had approved the proposed budgetsд the Exeoutive Board had not the right to 

alter the amounts. He would remind the Board that the budget proposals under 

consideration were submitted by the Director-General in respeot of the Organization 

as a whole, and that the Direotor-General had taken account of the proposals for the 

separate regions submitted to him after review by the regional oommlttees# In the 

oiroumstances, he failed to see that there was any question of interference on the part 

f�f the Board, should it deoide to amend the proposed regional budgets9 

Professor CANAPERIA said that he had in no way questioned the right of the Board to 

amendд as it considered desirable, the proposals on the regional budgets» He had 

merely pointed out that it was not the Board1s usual practice to take that oourse0 

The DIREOTOR-GENEFîAL, answering the point raised by Dr Regala,. said it was 

unneoessary for him to affirm that the Secretariat welcomed the suggestion to strengthen 

the technical services at Headquarters, where the needs in many sphr js of the work 

were yery great. On the other hand, he felt that Dr Canaperia had a point. Perhaps it 

might serve the purpose if, when paragraph ；5.1 was reproduced in the Board1s report, 
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the words "to strengthen the teohnioal servioes at Headquarters" were replaced by 

"for activities In the European Region". 

Professor CANAPERIA accepted that suggestion* 

"Br MOORE felt obliged once more to make his point, His speoifio proposal had 

been that the seminar on modern trends In anaesthesiology should be postponed and tbat 

the funds thus released oould be used by the Direotor-Qenaral at his discretion to 

strengthen teohnical servioes at Headquarters, That was the proposal, standing as a 

whole, that the Board had:approved earlier in the meeting. 
• . 

• . * • •• 

Professor CANAPERIA suggested that. Dr Moore^s wishes might be satisfied by having 

his proposal reiwiduoed in the Board's report to the Eleventh World Health Assembly, 

together kith the Board1a decision on the matter. 

Dr METCALFE felt that a deoision in the sense proposed by Ecofessor Canaperia í 
might constitute a precedent. The Organization had six regions in all and sirallar 

•’•.’•• • . " , 

proposals to out the regional programmes might ooour at any time» Rather than have 

money released In that fashion put to the orecjit of the individual regions, he would 

prefer that the benefit should be spread over the regions as a whole through the 

strengthening of central services. 

Décision! The Board approved Professor Oanaperia� proposal by 
9 votes to none, with 5 abstentions麝 
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The CHAIRMAN noted that Dr MooreTs original proposal would b© mentioned in the 

Board1s report to the Health Assembly. 

Other Matters Studied by the Committee 

； , .. M 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board .to consider the Standing Committee1s recommendation 

on the proposed Appropriation Resolution for the financial year 19§9 (cection 4»1}A The 

Standing Committee reocmrnended the adoption of the tê et proposed in Official Records 

No* 81, page 

Decision1 The 3oard approved the Standing Committee1s recommendation. 

The CHAIRMAN invilted the Bôard to oonsider the Standing Committee's recommendation 

ЯП the proposed programme for 1959 (seotion 5). 

The recommendation might be worded as follows in the Board1 s reporti 

The Boards haying taken Into account certain minor modifications 
referred to in the Standing CommitteeTs report (Chapter VI， section У) 
recommends approval of the Director-General^ s specific programme proposals 
for 1959 as reflected in Official Records Nof 8l# 

Dr JAFAR reoalled that, at an earlier meeting/ he had made a number of suggestions 

on the need for the Director-General to have more authority to relax the application of 

the criteria laid down for participation in WHO1 s mlaria eradication prograrnrae€ If any 

formal action was needed on those suggest!ons^ he felt it should be taken at the present 

juncture^ • 

The DEPDTY DIRECTQR-OENEHAL stated that, ^cm the formal point of у±ещ the matter 

would be covered by incorporating in the Board* s report a suitable reference to whatever 

^eoisicn It might wish to take, 
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The DIRBOTQR-OENEEIAL believed that the Board should specify more exactly the degree 

of flexibility it might consider appropriate In applying the criteria In question. The 

World Health Assembly had already established its policy of malaria eradication and had 

laid down its oonoept of what constituted a malaria eradication programme. If any 

programme of malaria control were to be considered as an eradication programme, that 

would oonstitute a radical departure from the Health Assembly1s polioy. He aoôordingly 

asked for the Doard's guidance In the matter. 

Dr JAPAR reminded the Direotor-Qeneral that his suggestions had related to 

programmes for the eradioation of malaria by stages and not to oontrol progrananes. 

In the light of what had already been said, he felt the Board could plaoe its 

trust in the Judgement of the Director-General without giving him more detailed 

instructions. The Direotor-Qeneral was thoroughly conversant with the Organization'a 

policy in the matter and would, he was cofivinoed, know whether or not he was departing 

from it. 

！The DIREOTOR-QENERAL, while appreciating Dr Jafar1s confidence in his discretion 

and judgement, nevertheless felt that he should be given precise instructions. The 

instructions and decisions of the World Health Assembly on the malaria eradication 

programme were precise and restricted the action he could take on his own authority. 

His own feeling was that the concept of malaria eradication as defined by the 

experts must be maintained. The Health Assembly had already recognized programmes for 

eradication by stages. The real issue ldy In what constituted satisfactory stages. 
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Dr JAPAR reiterated that he was perfectly satisfied to let the matter rest in the 

light of the discussion that had taken place, since it now appeared that what he had 

asked for was not in contradiction with present policy. He saw no need for any 

further action. 

The DIREOTOR-OENiRAL said he wished to make it plain that# to the best of his 

understanding^ the flexibility he oould introduce at his own discretion into plans for 

malaria eradication under the Organization1 s programme was strictly 11mlted^ 

Dr JAFAR asked the Direotor-General what his preoise understanding was of the 

request for more flexibility^ 

The DIREOQXJRi-OENERAL reminded Dr Jafar that the request had net been addressed to 

himj as head of the Secretariat； policy matters bame within the purview of the 

Executive Board and the Health Assembly» Any reference to the suggestion on 

flexibility, if not defined^ that might appear in the report of the Boardrs discussion 

of the matter might cause him difficulty in bis efforts to implement the Health 

Assembly1 s instructions on the malaria eradication programme# ïhe peint he had wished 

to make clear was that no change in the ooncept of eradication was envisaged^ 

DP JAFAR said his suggestion involved no question of reversing the policies adopted 

by the Organization^ His intention had been merely to request aotion to bring Into effect 

what was already laid down in resolution WHA9,6l; that resolution recommended, inter 
' » amrn 

alia, that UNICEF should continue its support to malaria control programmes. 
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The riRECTOR^GENERAL said that Dr Jafar was right in quoting the resolution, but 

the whole paragraph in question read as follows í 

RECOMMENDS that ТЖЕОЕР continue Its full support to the oontinuanoe 
and expansion of the existing oontrol programmes as a step towards 
transformation to eradication campaigns.. 

Г-г JAPAH expressed his satisfaction that the position had now been thoroughly 

clarified and that he and the Direotor-General were in complete agreement. 

Peoision g The Board approved the recommendation of the Standing 
Committee for inclusion in its report, in the wording proposed by the 
Chairmana 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to consider the Standing Committee1s reoommendation 

on the question of the programme and budget estimates for 1960 (section 6)л 

Dooisionjr The Board approved the Standing Committee1 s recommendation 
for inclusion in its report. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board1s attention to the draft resolution on fellowships, 

submitted by Xfc1 Siri (document EB2l/WP/22), 

Professor PESONEN proposed that discussion of the draft resolution be deferred 

until the following Monday- as Dr Siri had been unable to attend the present meetings 

It wac so agreed^ 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Board had deferred its decision on the question of 

incorporating chapters 2 and 3 of the Standing Committee^ report in its report to the 

Eleventh World Health Assembly, He invited the Board to take a decision on the matters 
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Deoisiong The Board decided to incorporate the two chapters 
lrTits report to the Health Assemblŷ » 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR«GENERAL stated that夕 the Board having completed its 

examination of the first and second reports of the Standing Committee^ the Rapporteurs 

would be proceeding to prepare the Boardrs final report on the proposed programme and 

budget estimates tor Д^59� 

It was hoped to submit the draft report for the Board1s consideration at its 

meeting the following Monday� With the Board's permission^ the appendices whioh had 

already been submitted with the Standing Committers report (document EP21/af/5) 

would not be inoludod in the draft but would be incorporated in the final printed 

version for submission to the Eleventh Wôrld Hoalth Assembly^ it being understood that 

the appcnclix rofox'ring to the scale of assessment was being revised as authorized by 

the Boards 

It was so agreed 

灭 WHO PABTICXPATXON IN THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OP TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE « 
Item of the Agenda (Documents EB21/50 and EEei/tfP/l?) 

The DEPUTY rxXRECTOÏW>ENERAL, introducing document H32l/50> said that ihe text 

had been reduced to the minimum length necessary for an understanding of the problems^ 

The annexes contained all the necessary documentation^ In addition the Secretariat 

had prepared a working paper containing the outline of a draft resolution to help the 

Board in its disoussiona 

The ‘ drectorp-Generals s report was divided Into two main parts; one dealt with 

the status of the programme for 1957 and 1958 and with the elaboration of the 1959 

programme, which had already been discussed by the Board and the Standing Committee in 
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connexion vith the programme and budget estimates• He would therefore concentrate on 

the second part of the report^ which covered a number of matters of special interest» 

He first drew attention to the problem of the allocation of administrative and opera-

tioixal services costs between regular and expanded programme budgets • a problem which 

was under reviev by both TAB and TAC and for which different solutions had been 

suggested# 
The second point to which the Board t s attention should be drawn vas the system of 

allocation of fiinds under the expanded programme e Members would recall that the 

question ЬаЛ arisen whether or not TAB should continue to notify governments of agency 

sub-totals t The regioml committees; which had Ъееп consulted on that point, had all̂  

vith the exception of the Regional Committee for Africa, which had adopted no resolution 

on the subject̂  expressed themselves in favour of the present systemé The Begional 

Committee for the Ajnericas had gone even further by adopting a resolution inviting 

Member -pveiraiients to give suitable instructions to their representatives at the United 

Nations with a viev to promoting an adequate revision of the decisions of the Economic 

and Social Council relating to the Exparded Programme of Technical Assistance in orâer 

that the system of direct allocations to the participating specialized agencies might 

Ъе re-established, 

Thirdly^ he drew attention to a matter relating to regional projects• It would 

Ъе remembered that TAC had decided to limit to 10 per cent, the sums for regional 

programmes• Following the initiative taken by WHO and FAJD， which were especially 

interested in regional projects it had Ъееп decided to reserve a supplementary 丨2 per 

cent» for that purpose so that a total of 12 per cent» could be allocated to regional 

projects provided that no one organization exceeded that percentage, That provision 

had to be kept -under continuous review. 
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Finally, he turned to the question of local costs, which had long been a concern 

of WHO. It was dealt with in section 4 of the report and a l l the ne ce s sary do cument ary 

material would be found in the annexes. All the regional committees， with the exception 

of the Regional Committee for Africa, which had adopted no resolution on the subject, 

had unanimously expressed their support for resolution EB1ÇLIW8 reaffirming WHO1s 

belief that such costs should be financed under the Technical Assistance Programme in the 

same manner as under the regular programme of WHO and requesting the Director-General 

to convey again the opinion of the Board and the Assembly on the matter to TAB and TAC, 

The CHAIRMAN invited Mr Lukac, representative of the Technical Assistance Board, 

to speak• 

Mr LUKA.C, Technical Assistance Board, said that, at the present stage, he had 

nothing of interest to add to the information given in the documentation before the 

Board, which included the relevant texts of the Technical Assistance Board, the 

Technical Assistance Coiranittee and the United Nations Advisory Committee on 

tive and Budgetary Questions. He was at the Board1 s disposal to answer any further 

questions that might arise in discussion, although he expected the Secretariat of WHO 

would already Ъе conversant with the whole matter. The Technical Assistance Board was 

composed of representatives of all the agencies participating in the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance• 

The CHAIRMAN invited general comments on the draft resolution under consideration. 
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Dr EL-CHilTTI recalled that the desirability of removing the requirement under the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance that governments should contribute to local 

subsistence costs of internationally recruited personnel had been brought to the 

attention of the Technical Assistance Board repeatedly in the past few years. Since 

the Technical Assistance Board had not as yet been moved to a favourable view, he 

wondered whether it was worth while for the Board to bring the matter up agairu 

Dr JAFAR asked whether WHO^a representative on the Technical Assistance Board 

could give an account of the reasons why the Technical Assistance Board and the 

Technical Assistance Committee continued to insist on that requireraent, in face of the 

pressure for a change brought in the past few years by WHO, One might normally expect 

TAB to fall into line with the practice of agencies participating in the programme, 

such as WHO and UNICEF. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General,, Department of Administration and Finance, 

foiuid it somewhat difficult to provide a convincing explanation• Support for the 

suggestion to remove the requirement had varied throughout the year s ̂ depending on the 

govarmants represented in the Technical Assistance Ccmimittee# 

In i t s report to the Economic and Social Council (document E/3041)% the Technical 

Assistance Committee stated that it had given consideration to how the Expanded 

Prograiame would be affected if the Board• s recommendation were adopted. Several members 

of the Committee had believed that continuation of some method of cash assessment of 

governments in respect of local subsistence costs was essential to ensure the 

maintenance of a co-operative programme. It had been pointed out that the sum 

involved amounted to something over ̂ 2.5 million а уэаг and that the total funds 
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available for the field programme would be reduced by an equivalent amount if the 

existing requirement were removed. On ths other hand, other members of the Committee 

had felt that the substantial contributions made by recipient governments to the cost 

of projects in the form of counterpart personnel and facilities already constituted a 

significant contribution toward the Technical Assistance Programme; and that the 

additional cash assessments in respect of local subsistence costs of experts constituted 

an unnecessarily heavy drain upon the limited resources of economically under-

developed countries. While the Committee had not taken any action on the Board's 

proposal, there had been a broad consensus that no reduction in the level of payment 

of local costs by recipient countries should be made at the expense of the overall 

level of operations (paragraph 33)• 

The tenor of that report plainly implied that the Technical Assistance Committee 

would be prepared to reconsider the matter in the future^ He accordingly felt that it 

would be worth while for the Board to pursue the matter, if it wished the proposal 

eventually to be adopted. 

The CailRMAN suggested that the Board take up the separate sections of the draft 

resolution in document EB21/WP/L3 one by one. 

There were no coimnents on sections 工 and II, 

Professor PESONEN suggested that the phrase: "ministries of health", in the operative 

paragraph of section III, should be changed to: "national health administrations"y as 

a more appropriate wording. 

It was so agreed. 
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There were no comments on section IV. . 

Mr CALDERWOOD proposed the deletion of the second paragraph of the preamble to 

section V, which read: 

Believing that such costs should be financed under the Technical 
Assistance Programme in the same manner as under the regular programœ 
of the World Health Organization; 

As had already been stated, the question of local subsistence costs had been 

repeatedly considered at great length in meetings of the Health Assembly, the Executive 

Board, the Technical Assistance Board and the Technical Assistance Committee, And the 

stand taken by WHO was different from that adopted by the two latter bodies and by s one 

of the other participating specialized agencies, in particular FAO. 

Dr EL-CHATTI thanked Mr Siegel for the information he had given and stated that he 

would not press his suggestion at the present session of the Board. 

Dr MOORE supported Mr Calderwood's proposed amendment. 

Dr METCALFE remarked that th© deletion proposed by Mr Calderwood would not 

substantially alter the draft resolution, since the idea was already covered in the first 

paragraph of the preamble to section V. 

Decision: The Board approved the amendment proposed by Mr Calderwood 
by 6 votes to with 5 abstentions. 

The CKL\IRMA.N put to the vote the draft resolution as a whole, as amended• 

Decision: The draft resolution, as amended^ was adopted by nine votes 
to none, with 5 abstentions (see resolution EB21

#
R48)

# 

The СНЛШЬШ thanked Mr Lukac for his courtesy in attending the meeting. 
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4. CO-OPERATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS ЛЗЮ SPECIALIZED AŒNCIES AND THEIR 
DECISIONS AFFECTING WHO IS ACTIVITIES: Item 9.1 of the Agenda (Documents 
EB21/51， EB21/52, EB21/52 Add.l, ЕБ21/52 Add.2 and EB21/71). 

Dr MOORE, Chairmn of the Working Party on Resolution 1219 (XII) of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations on Financing of Economic Development, read the report 

of the Working Party (document EB21/71). 

Dr DÍilZ-COLLER asked whether the Director-General had any remarks or observations 

to add to what he had already said to the Working Party, 

Dr Hafez AMIN said he believed that all members of the Working Party had accepted 

the proposals contained in the working paper submitted to it by the D ire et or-Ge neral• 

He therefore proposed that paragraph 1. of the draft resolution contained in the Working 

party
1

s report be amended to read: 

BELIEVES that the report of the Director-General and the discussions 
in the working group are a useful basis for expressing the views and 
suggestions of the Organization to the Preparatory Committee. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERIL，replying to Dr Diaz-Coller, said that in future negotiations 

he would of course be guided by the proposals he had made in his working paper EB21/SF/WP 

and the coxnments made by the Working Party, There had not been in the last few days 

any new developments to report to the Board. 

With regard to the amendment proposed by Dr Hafez Ainin^ he thought that the insertion 

of a reference to his own report to the Working Party would be acceptable. On the other 

hand, to speak of "the views and suggestions of the Organization" seemed to him somewhat 

premature, since for the tirriQ^being not enough was known for WHO to express any views• 

All that had been asked for so far were the views of the executive heads of the 
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specialized agencies• His own views would of course be.transmitted to the Health 

Assembly for thorough discussion. 

Dr Ю0ИЕ agreed that the proposed amendment'would not be in accordance with the 

invitation made to the Director-General
}
 who had been asked to give hie own views^ not 

those of the Organization. The Director-General had asked the Working Party for 

guidance, which the Working Party had attempted to give. 

Dr Hafez AMIN said that his reason for proposing the amendment was. that the Working 

Party had approved the Director-General ‘ s suggestions and looked upon them as its own. 

However, if there were any opposition to his proposal, he would not press it. He would 

be satisfied if the Director-General
1

 s working paper could be attached to the resolution 

After some further discussion, Mr CilLDE3l¥00D noted that there, was, in the first 

sentence of the second paragraph of the Working Party^s report^ a mention of the 

Director-General > s working paper to which the necessary, reference could be attacJheÁ_hy 

a footnote. • 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the report of the Working Party itself could not be 

changed by the Board. What was required was some means of inserting a reference to the 
« • . . . . . ‘ • 

working paper into the resolution. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL noted that the report had never beon approved by the Working 

Party as a whole• For the change proposed by Mr Calderwood it would therefore be enough 

to have the consent of the Chairman and Rapporteur of the Working Party. 

Dr MOORE and Dr JARAMZLbO，as Chairman and Rapporteur of the Working Party, 

accepted the proposed insertion. 
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Dr Hafez A MIN said that he was satisfied with the amendment to the report and. 

withdrew his proposed amendment to the draft resolution會 

De cisión g The draft resolution proposed by the Working Party was adopted 
unanimously (see resolution EB21»R49)# 

The DIRECTOR-CENERA.L said that a revision of document EB21/71, containing the 

additional footnote, would be issued. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTCR-GENERA.L noted that, while the Board had now disposed of the 

whole of item 9«1> it still had to take formal note of the main report of the Director^ 

General on co-operation with the United Nations and the specialized agencies. 

The GHAJRMàN read the following draft resolution! 

The Executive Board 

NOTES the report of the Director-General on the co-operation with the 
United Nations organs and specialized agencies and their decisions affecting 
the activities of WHO* 

De cisión•基 The resolution was adopted unanimously (see resolution EB21#R50)» 

The meeting rose at 1.35 


